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FAVORITE! This questionnaire journal was actually a lot more adult oriented than others that
I've bought.Upgrade> And the overall vibe of the book appears to be very mature. You get
yourself a variety of styles of questionnaires to solution such as for example At Random (just like
it says, they are just random questions), then you get Your Lists (they are 1-10 lists of varying
topics), When Someone Says___, You Think____ type questions (these ones were fairly fun to
solution and were made a lot more fun if you simply put whatever comes to your mind first and
try to not really overthink it), Ethics And Morality (pretty personal explanatory), Your Favorites,
This Or That, Superstitions and so forth. There are literally no limits to the questions that you
answer in this book. What I enjoyed the most was the way the front page offers you a place for
your name and the date you started the journal and the end page asks Before You Die You'd
Like To.... I absolutely LOVE this book! It is fun to appear back over the answers in this reserve
later in existence. Overall it really got me considering, and taught me some items I didn't find
out about myself as well. I spend my early mornings drinking tea, writing in my journal, reflecting,
and meditating. Not for kids! I am absolutely addicted to these questionnaire journals and out
of all I own that is among the better ones. The Secret Me has plenty of questions that range
between disgusting and silly to deep and thought provoking. It also has excellent questions,
non-e which are disgusting. It'll keep you occupied and thinking for hours on end. Just as much
as I enjoyed it, it did have its problems. This book could have gotten all 5 stars got it not
really been for the countless errors - many questions were asked more than once and some
questions in the yes or no section weren't actually yes or no questions.. Just a fun way to take
into account life! In spite of what other reviewers have stated, this journal isn't for everyone..
With that said in a non-offensive way - there is lots of swearing and lots of grotesque and
perverse questions.. I thought individuals were being sensitive, and that I was gonna be like, I
can deal with this, I am an adult!or All About Me personally: A Keepsake Journal for KidsOr, if
you are an adult it doesn't wish something this racy, but wants something you can have your
children read later on, then I highly recommend Picture of Me: Who I Am in 221 Queries. There is
from yes and no questions, to complete questions, to top ten lists and on and on. Not sure.. I
will be buying this as presents for people!! There are questions so filthy in THE TRICK Me that I
cannot also type them down right here for you yourself to read because of Amazon's
suggestions. It occurred to me that this will be a fun, honest way for my son to know me better
when he's old. I also take a few mins to fill in a couple of things in this journal. A few of these
questions are related murder or essentially anything you could head to jail for. There's not a lot
of space to compose and many of the questions are just like a study. I find the questions very
random and mixed up, could be more organized. Some questions are pretty interesting and
certainly made me believe! It was very helpful on my soul looking. and provides a place for you
to write who you wish to obtain the journal in case of your demise and a date completed spot.
Very unique questions that a lot of people wouldn't think about even asking (which can also
be used for when you are dating someone new! ; Great book to read and answer with
someone you care about! I really like the queries in this book. Love the queries they ask! But
then I considered how wonderful this might be to provide to my child when he's a grown-up.
Then you actually start thinking... or somebody else's soul... :) Great Journal that may really
cause you to think!. I really like it! that is a journal that if the cops would arrive to my home, this
will be the very first thing to flush through the toilet. At first I thought it would be fun to do
simply for selfish reasons. The book arrived promptly and the shipping was excellent! To give
him a book that has answers to so many weird life queries.. I'll continue buying Shane Windham's
creative journals in order that I can right now continue this tradition of personal discovery and



slowly introducing my inner thoughts and beliefs to my boy when it's high time. Don't bother with
this book I actually thought this was going to be a fun queries and answers journal, but, it gets
dark.ABOUT Me Teenage Edition: The Tale of Your Lifestyle But, the publication feels like an
interrogation. Hopefully she'll love it. and then you find a question that is just ordinary awful. I
don't wish to repeat most of them, many other testimonials can tell specifics. Good time killer. It
kind of seems like among those MySpace surveys you take that you forwards to your friends
and you compare comments, but in journal form. After all, I like those surveys, so. I love
composing in this journal on a daily basis..--but, I think I could fill this whole thing out in a single
sitting. There is absolutely no artwork, it really is all text.>certainly can't finish in one sitting. The
questions seem easy enough, but when you truly start thinking. The writer should have done
more editing before publishing. I'll definitely be buying even more books from this writer and I
definitely recommend this book to anyone who wants to dig deeper to their soul... Five Stars
plenty of interesting questions and that's a beautiful thing. It has really allowed me to explore ..
If you're searching for a questionnaire journal for kids or young teenagers check out  This
journal asks a lot of questions you don't normally hear in everyday life, and that's a beautiful
thing.It has really allowed me to explore my inner personal and get to know who I am. I always
look forward to what's on the next page!If you're looking for a fun journal that asks who you
really are, then that one is for you!. I bought this publication for a friend. As a gift. it asks you
something pretty, like, which parent named you? Great buy!) . The queries presented in this
book cause you to actually think. Helpful When I purchased this item I was going right through
some things. Specifically the word associations. There are several would you rathers or fill in the
blanks. It offers a number of questions and question types! AWESOME book! It was also pretty
entertaining getting to know myself through these exclusive questions. good buy very cool
Great gift!).. I don't know what to think of this journal.One thing well worth noting is that this is
for ADULTS only. Before you know it, an hour has passed and you're only 3 pages in.
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